


OVERVIEW
This section summarizes points worth discussing with local officials that help them

to understand that pet mini pigs need to be defined, treated, and zoned just like

other allowed pets. Throughout this handbook the terms mini pig, pet pig, and

pot bellied pig are interchangeable and include all pet mini pigs including but not

limited to KuneKune, Juliana, Yucatans, mixed breeds, etc. Sections that follow this

overview will discuss additional points covering Emotional Support Animals, as

well as Homeowners Association rules. Immediately after this overview section,

there are various documents that support these points and other issues that may

help you in your dealings with officials in your attempt to get them to allow you to

keep your pet pig(s). Once you review the packet, if you need more assistance

contact us by email at contact@pigplacementnetwork.org or call us at

215-322-1539. You can also check the zoning info available at minipiginfo.com as

well as at americanminipigassociation.com.

1. Find out when the zoning ordinance section(s) at issue were passed. Read

them as well. Mention that if they were passed prior to 1985 they were

written before pot belly pet pigs were even in the US. Before 1985, the only

pigs (swine) that zoning laws could cover were farm animal livestock which

can weigh 800 pounds or more and which are much different than the

companion domestic pot belly pet pigs which are much smaller and average

only 150 lbs or so.

2. Mention that soon after arriving in the US, various USDA agencies stated

that they considered pot belly pigs to be pets and not livestock, as did

various livestock associations. Supporting documents are in this packet as

well as copies of various Governors’ Proclamations to that effect.

3. Discuss the suitability of pet mini pigs as domesticated companion pets

mentioning that they are among the smartest mammals; that they reach

the maturity of a 3-4 year old child (which is very unusual for a domestic

companion pet); that they can be indoor and/or outdoor pets; that they are

very clean and are often trained to use a litter box if indoor pets; and that
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they can be walked on a leash and taught many tricks including playing the

piano.

4. Look at the zoning ordinance and mention, if true, that the zoning law

allows large dogs that are much larger than pot bellies including

Newfoundlands, Mastiffs, St. Bernards, Bernese Mountain ,etc. Also

mention that dogs and cats are predators (attackers by nature) while pet

pigs are prey animals and have a natural instinct to retreat. By nature, pet

pigs are usually less aggressive than cats and dogs.

5. Mention that many veterinarians view and treat pot bellies as pets and use

supporting letters in this packet, as well as getting a similar letter from your

veterinarian, if possible.

6. Mention that many Livestock Associations also view mini pigs as pets and

not livestock and use letters in this packet supporting that position.

7. Mention it's estimated that there are over 1 million pet pig owners in the

US and that many localities allow them as pets. If possible, contact nearby

townships and see if they allow pot bellies as pets and mention those that

do.

8. Mention that livestock and livestock feed is not subject to state sales tax

while pet pigs and pet mini pig feed are subject to state sales tax because

authorities consider them pets and not livestock swine raised for meat.

9. Mention that pot bellies are allowed to fly as pets with certain airlines (but

only in cargo and no longer allowed to fly in the cabin with passengers).

10.Mention that pot bellies stay as pets in pet friendly hotels such as Red Roof

Inns.

11.Mention that some pot bellies are trained as therapy pets and can also be

qualified as Emotional Support Animals, just as dogs and other pets are.

12.Mention that your pet pig is registered with AMPA if it is.

13.You want officials to see your pet pig as a friendly, intelligent, clean, sweet,

and quiet pet. To support that, get letters from friends, neighbors, etc

stating that they enjoy your pet pig and why. Consider providing pictures of

your pet pig and maybe a video of them interacting with you, children,

neighbors, friends, etc. Your goal is to bring your pet pig to life, changing the



perception of officials who might view mini pigs solely as farm animals into

recognizing them as companion pets.

14.If confronted with being told that “a pig is a pig is a pig”, mention that a dog

is a canine and so is a wolf and that a cat is a feline and so is a tiger. Dogs,

cats, and mini pigs are all household pets. You can also state that pet pigs

have some differences in temperament, genetics, size, and purpose

compared to significantly larger commercial farm pigs.

15.Mention that these famous people have pet pigs, too: Paris Hilton, Kendall

Schmidt, Jonathan Ross, Danielle Steel, Tori Spelling, David Beckham, Denise

Richards, Elizabeth Hurley, Miley Cyrus, Rupert Grint, Jon Stewart, Rachel

Bilson, and Arnold Schwarzenegger.

16.Mention that only mini pet pigs can be microchipped because they are

domesticated companion pets and other swine/animals raised for

consumption can not be microchipped.

17.Keep your composure as you go through the process. There is no single

approach that will work in every case. You may have to appeal the first

determination that you receive from an animal control or zoning officer.

Usually that means applying to the Zoning Hearing Board for a variance or a

different interpretation of the zoning laws. You want to get someone in the

chain of authority to recognize that your pet pig has not and will not burden

or negatively affect the neighborhood, that you are a responsible pet

owner, and that your pet pig should be allowed and treated as a companion

domestic pet under their zoning laws. At some point you may want to

contact your elected local official for help. You may also want to bring your

situation to the attention of the media to help to persuade elected officials.

EMOTIONAL SUPPORT ANIMALS
If you have a pet mini pig that is qualified as your Emotional Support Animal

(ESA), you have an additional important fact to add to your case. There are two

conditions that you have to meet in order for you to have a qualified ESA. First,

you need to be diagnosed by a healthcare professional finding that you have a

psychiatric, mental or emotional disability. Secondly, a health care professional



must state in writing on their letterhead that you need to have your pet mini

pig because it provides you a therapeutic benefit through its companionship

and presence in your life.

Having a qualified ESA is especially helpful in situations involving housing

administered by HUD and governed by the US Federal Fair Housing Act and

Amendments of 1988. This law makes it unlawful to refuse to make reasonable

accommodations to rules or policies when they are necessary to afford persons

with disabilities the use and enjoyment of a dwelling. This seems to include

prohibiting qualified Emotional Support Animals, certainly in the types of

housing that those laws cover. This law takes precedence over and deems

illegal local restrictive zoning laws that limit housing choices for persons with

disabilities. See if your state has its own helpful Fair Housing Law or Disabilities

Rights Law.

Even where the law doesn’t cover your type of housing, officials need to know

about your need to have your qualified ESA as it may help you to persuade

them to allow you to keep your pet mini pig(s).

You can also contact a Disability Rights Advocacy Organization, if there is one

located in your state, as they may offer you free information, advice, and

assistance helping you to strengthen and present your case.

HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATION (HOA) RULES

If your HOA allows pets, especially large dogs, then you can follow the

Overview section in this packet. If your HOA prohibits pets and you have a

Certified Emotional Support Animal, then use that section’s advocacy points.

Since you signed an agreement/contract with the HOA and agreed to its terms,

your only recourse is to try to get the HOA Rules changed especially where

your HOA prohibits pet pigs or prohibits all pets.



SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Letters to Authorities

Governor’s Proclamations

Letters from Veterinarians

Letters from Livestock Associations

Letters from State Taxing Authorities

Additional Info from US Government

More Useful Documents






























































